FINALIZED

Approved March 10, 2015

FINALIZED MINUTES
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL
Kerckhoff Hall 417
March 3, 2015
7:00 PM
PRESENT: Avinoam Baral, Heather Hourdequin, Conrad Contreras, Manjot Singh,
Sofia Moreno Haq, Negeen Sadeghi-Movahed, Fabienne Roth, Allyson Bach, Greg
Kalfayan, Cynthia Wong, Irmary Garcia, Carlos Quintanilla, Heather Rosen, Savannah
Badalich, Cindy Wang
ABSENT:
GUESTS:
I. Call to Order
-Hourdequin calls meeting to order at 7:07pm.
A. Signing of the Attendance Sheet
The attendance sheet has been passed around.
II. Approval of the Agenda
-Cocroft stated Baral wanted to have a talk about the meeting during finals week.
-Garcia strikes ASRF allocation
-Singh strikes GenRep1 office and member report
-Badalich struck Student Wellness Fund
-Quintanilla moves to add a resolution by Ryan Snyder who is the planner and creator of
the referendum under special presentations.
-Contreras moves to strike EVP Travel and Advocacy Grant allocations
-Bach strikes ARC Fund Allocation
-Zimmerman says your motion was a discussion item do you want an action item
-Bach moves to make an action item
-Hourdequin moves to approve agenda as amended. Bach seconds.
11-0-0 agenda is approved as amended.
III. Approval of Minutes from February 24, 2015
-Sadeghi-Movahed moves to approve the minutes. Wong seconds.
11-0-0 the minutes are approves
IV. Public Comments
-Jacklyn from CalPirg and made an announcement last week and is giving an update what
they’ve been doing. This past weekend they went to UCDavis Calpirg statewide with
training to run effective meetings, reach out to media, and also recruit. Just yesterday
they had lobby day in Sacramento and they met Senator Ben Allen, Lee Thomas and
other representatives to lobby on bills that support anti global warming and all the UC
chapters combined met with about 60 representatives and have been really excited about

what they were doing on campus. They’re recruiting campus organizers for college
seniors running a recruitment session and if you are interested in what a campus
organizer does mobilize students like me to run effective change and imp passing around
a sheet if you can put down your name.
-Shabreen from Bangla Student Association and are hosting the march for freedom and
we are the only country whose had to fight for our language at Royce 362 at 7pm. We are
commemorating events for the language movement and independence day.
-My name is Rasha as the president of Bangla student association because we are the first
and only country to fight for language. The reason there was this war because they
wanted to speak their mother tongue and it’s a student led event and if don’t
commemorate it we are doing a disservice to our ancestors. We will have two speakers
and Ejaz Ahmen.
V. Special Presentations
-Quintanilla moves to table the special presentation until Ryan Snyder arrives.
11-0-0 the special presentation is tabled
VI. Appointments
VII. Officer and Member Reports
A. President – Avinoam Baral
- Cocroft states UCPD body cameras and had a conference call with executive director of
issues management and policy analysis. The UCOP decided to work with us in this issue
and the time we spoke there were four bills in the senate and assembly, AB69, AB66,
SB175 and UCOP is still looking for a sponsor to have our police wear body cameras.
The current law does not allow these and end up UCP wear body cameras but UCP has
been working with UCOP. Baral will be meeting with the chancellor March 11 and
Napolitano on Thursday and they’re going to talk about tuition increase, mental health
fee, and sexual assault. He also wants to talk about UCPD and student interactions. We
met about SOOF with Zimmerman and looking for ways to increase the fund and make
them more flexible and events more than organizational costs and have that fund be better
utilized.
-Sadeghi-Movahed asks if you’ve reached out to specific communities that have
problems with UCPD and they are a cop out and don’t solve the problem. If you reach
out to communities that have a problem with police brutality and actually support them
because even though if something is caught on camera it doesn’t really effect anything
different.
-Cocroft said he’s talking to chief police and establish institutionalized regular meetings
with UCPD and figure out a way to represent communities in these conversations and
have townhall with police officers and chief of police there. Right now its tentative and
body cameras are at least a step in the right direction but not an entire solution. We want
to make sure we outreach to as many communities and working with everyone.
-Contreras states for any future lobbying efforts he asks you can contact him that if you
want a UCOP is using the council of presidents against each other and I fear that we
would be on two different pages. He asks for any specific legislation to be on the same
page so it doesn’t look like we’re fighting against each other to lobbying.

-Cocroft wants to pinpoint where these legislators are going because we didn’t know
where lobbying efforts were and didn’t know the council of presidents position and
-Contreras states just for any lobbying efforts it would be best to have good
communication.
B. Internal President –Avinoam Baral
-Hourdequin states they had campus safety week with consent coalition and Ashe center
that was giving out freebies and circle of 6, and they also had an open forum today. I’m
really happy people were asking questions and really addressing issues that are very real.
We need to have more open forums and follow up and hold UCPD accountable. I’m
going to work with Nancy next week because I think that we need to do anything and
make everyone on this campus feel safe and connected and I was really happy with open
forum. The student vendor fair today and got cancelled yesterday because I thought it
was going to rain but they had really cool things like tattoos and cake pops and
wristbands. Hourdequin states they are having food trucks for finals week. We also have
spring activities fair coming up and co programming with EVP and 150 student orgs
registered for April 1st. I’m sure it’s a lot.
-Sadeghi-Movahed said the outreach for the forum wasn’t where it should’ve been and
everyone at the table was already in USAC more than students who face fears on police
brutality. To be quite frank, most people at the table didn’t have run in with police in an
appropriate way and students on campus that have been extremely negative and maybe
they didn’t feel comfortable in that space to talk about it and people that would have been
potentially been interested and didn’t know it was going to happen. I was disappointed
the way the engagement with students happened and it wasn’t productive but only one
action item and they keep putting it on students and we shouldn’t have to continually beg
them to fix a problem. While it was productive while things got a little heated suddenly
the meeting was ending at 4:35. As soon as we started asking about accountability and
you can hold us accountable through an online forum or pieces of tidbits but then there’s
no follow up. If there’s follow up how do you know its transparent. It’s not on you at all
and its not IVP office or students who organize it, there’s a fundamental lack of
transparency with UCPD and a fundamental disconnect especially how communities of
color aren’t reached out to. It shouldn’t be the burden of students when its obviously
them people are scared of. Students shouldn’t engage the monster they are afraid to
engage with and people who are the oppressors should be reaching out. I’m glad this
open forum happened and opened my eyes and a lot of this came up because there’s so
many gaps in the system and how the police department and the Los Angeles department
operates. Every time we talk about a bad reputation about police and they are victims
instead of providing a solution. Well its hard to wear the uniform but its hard to be a
student. Racial profiling is an issue and id not want it to be side stepped. I’m sorry I went
on a rant but I totally appreciate the open forum and I respect the students who put it on.
-Contreras states we all function as USAC and put separate events and support each other
in terms of publicizing it and we all really need to help each other publicize because one
office can’t outreach for everyone it should be a collective effort.
-Hourdequin appreciates the criticism and next quarter we need to have another open
forum and these conversations need to happen and to have all the officers in there is rare
and that needs to happen more. Next quarter lets have it and I want as many people as

possible and lets pack the whole place and lets have these conversations and I cant speak
for everyone’s story. We really should have these conversations and lets invite everyone!
-Badalich states I cant say anything and demands came from Garcia’s townhall and
working with IVP and CAC and since its such a huge problem and pushing forward those
demands that came out of Garcia’s townhall that was packed. That would be one way and
working with Nancy and bring forward these demands not necessarily courteous but
demands exactly what students wanted and using those demands as agenda items.
-Bach states we should apologize and reaching out and be in this and we can do a lot
better of a job and do know organizations and individuals and we can turn him. I think
that’s where it lacked but the people that were there learned a lot from it and got a
dialogue and were able to address concerns with their constituents.
-Roth states yay for publicity chair because there’s so many different events on a day and
excited for that position.
-Quintanilla states we created a position and I don’t think anyone has applied for
publicity director. Its all of our faults because we did not publicize this publicity director
C. External Vice President – Conrad Contreras
-Contreras states they had UC Campus Climate Legislative today and really proud of this
event and the council members that were there didn’t see a lot of turn out and what’s
more important was that there’s legislators there and be there because we are not a
programming office, we are an advocacy office. This legislative day I really wanted to
include the issues we’re all been working on as a council to talk about so they can get an
in-depth knowledge of what’s going on. I’m excited because even though there wasn’t a
lot of student turn out with a one day lobby visit for an entire hour. He thanks everyone
and council members who talked such as Bach and Quintanilla and Badalich so we can
talk to legislators about any issues. I have a board meeting at UCSB for March 4 meeting.
I am going to share the agenda for everyone and essentially we will talk about campaigns
and working on lobby visits and streamline legislation. Student Lobby Conference will be
week 3 in the Spring quarter and applications are launched tonight. There’s 2 days where
students learn about the issues we talk about and the very last day we have lobby visits
with 100s of UC students such as affordability, accessibility, UConsent, IGNITE, and
FundtheUC. Lastly my legislative liaison Morris is going to be emailing student groups
and looking through all of that legislation and see how they can connect to certain
communities and reach out to student groups and facilitate and they will be lobbying on
behalf of their own communities. We don’t want EVP office to be elitist in anyway.
Contreras and Bach is talking about diversity requirement.
D. Academic Affairs Commissioner
-Bach states academic senate meeting last week and we are getting ready for a possible
move of music studies to their own school. Right now if you’re a music major in the
school of arts and architecture and someone donated money and wants to start a school
but the arts and architecture school isn’t having it because it takes away applicants. The
proposal is on the table and responsible for senate communities and will let you know by
the end of this year. Its cool that they would have the school for their own niche. There’s
a proposal for a teaching professor and most faculty have to do some sort of research but
that effects amount of teachers who can dedicate to teaching. We have lecturers and

we’re thinking of hiring just teaching professors to be accessed of being tenured and
better benefits and this issue of it not being research based at a research institution. A lot
of meetings have been in support of it. I had a healthy discussion about the importance of
research for teaching and the teaching professors would not be evaluated the same way as
research professors and ill keep you posted. Professors don’t know that tests and
notebook don’t exist if a club could have a test bank. They found out there’s text bank on
campus and interrogated me and professors aren’t aware of that. The professors want to
know but for future references you want to have your own test bank, its on you. Gen Rep
1 proposed to have CAPS contact on UCLA syllabi and got it yesterday and it would be
officially on agenda for next academic senate meeting in 2 weeks. I’ll keep you posted
because #AllOfUs because I don’t think any AAC brought something to agenda. There’s
a myucla survey and USIE has an information session in Ackerman 3516 at 5:30pm.
Campus Climate Legislative day presented on ethnic studies and diversity requirement
and it was great to have a staff member come out and it was incredibly useful to know
push for ethnic studies as they did in LAUSD and throughout the states. Final thing is the
diversity requirement. We’re looking forward to working with EVP to prepare for the
vote happening week one spring quarter and we’re planning a student rally and we’ll
confirm it next week for spring quarter. From council what we need and UCP is the
petition to students and one email a quarter and if we can get your okay with that I’d love
to share the petition as well as getting all of council to share petition because its
importance to get a lot of signatures because its an entire UC support.
Special Presentation
Westwood Boulevard Bikeway Plan
-Snyder went to undergraduate school here and had meetings in this room and went to
planning and now I teach at the planning school part time for transportation and bicycle. I
want to prepare schemes on how Westwood boulevard could work with a bike route. We
are trying to find a type of bike way that many people feel comfortable using. 60% of
people need something protective. So he measured the streets and created a couple of
concepts with option 1 with a buffered bike lane from lecont to lindbrook right through
the village and have a 2 foot buffer and have 6 feet. The other option 2 is a protected bike
line next to the sidewalk and a physical barrier between bike lane and parked cars and
walking. We are proposing further south just north of Wilshire boulevard our council
member didn’t want to see any parking or lanes taken out but he made it clear that he
would not support it. I proposed a remove nothing bike plan and this isn’t as good as we
would like but has a chance of getting approval from council member. From Asheton to
Santa Monica you can do the same kind of thing with not quite as much room with the
buffered bike lane or protexted bike lane. From Santa Monica to Pico boulevard. We are
proposing a one way with physical protection and attracts a much larger group of people.
We are at a point where there are a handful but now there are over 200 in the country.
The best stop actually goes up and buffer between parked cars and this is Photoshop.
These are in use in a lot of cities and the numbers are going through the roof and they’re
good for business. March 19 we’re trying to get the business community to support it
because there weren’t any other options that didn’t serve the need that did something
drastic. The only other one that would work is Gayley and go over a block and this
requires a road diet and moving a lane of traffic in each traffic but with the volumes it

could probably be done. This should be a community designed project and there are
really cool things and have a wide buffer between the 2 and different concepts. This is
along the plans for UCLA with bike lanes on Westwood Plaza and Ackerman steps and
that’s the skinny version of the presentation I've been giving. On March 19 we’ll be given
a presentation to the Westwood village improvement association that represent
Westwood village and I think they are going to support it.
-Badalich asks if you’ve reached out to healthy campus intuitive?
-Badalich states Healthy Campus initiative has a lot of funding to have a healthier
campus and did the smoking ban and put more recycling and fund initiatives to make it
more livable and you should definitely reach out to them. This is Wendy Sessler and its
through the Chancellors office.
-Snyder said its all come about by happenstance and didn’t anticipate leading the charge
and doing all of this so I volunteered to put this plan together and pretty soon people
asked me to give presentations and it hasn’t been a systematic effort.
-Badalich states she loves this and they work a lot with home owners association.
-Patterson asks if there’s an estimate cost
-Snyder said to set up traffic lights and the bikes would need its own light and require a
signal modification from anywhere between $50,000-$100,000 per signal.
-Roth asks how long it will take to be running
-Snyder said the city is glacial and the city in next 2-3 years can find within the grants
and bid for construction and we are talking about 5-6 years any how
-Lazarovici graduated in 1969 when did you graduate
-Snyder stated I graduated in 1979 and graduated grad school in 1985.
-Cocroft asks how many people use bike lane and how much do you think it would
increase with bike lanes
-Snyder stated LeCont was getting 800 bicycles a day and it would want to be double and
this goes all the way south and the expo line and if you live in Palms you don’t have
options to cross the freeway. Coming up Westwood boulevard is where you’re going to
go. I would double or triple the number of people depending on what treatment is
selected. On UCLA campus biking has become more popular
-Bach asks who includes bike parking
-Snyder said it would go in sidewalk or city property but the business improvement
district ahs a lot to say and help facilitate. Another thing that’s coming is bike sharing and
you’d be able to rent out a public bike and they have that in these cities and we’re kind of
late because of some details that happened and that will dramatically increase the
numbers and it would be important because of bus line changing and it would be so
essential for students to come on campus. For those of those who don’t use a bike once
you have bike sharing and some one can shop in the village and grab a bite to eat or
whatever.
-Snyder said it’s a political decision and there are people who do and don’t want it to
happen. The people who want it to happen have to ensure their voices are heard.
D.
-Quintanilla had green council meeting and communicated about 40 student organizations
and into sustainability and present it with chief sustainability officer and sustainability
manage for housing and residential life to deliver good connections. The UC Events

would want to brand certain events on more sustainable events and no one checks on
them. We want to create a system that checks these events with the UCLA sustainability
office to be volunteers for the program and punishing student orgs to incentivize if
students are following through. Next week we’d have Pauley Study night another study
space and ill bring the water conservation resolution CalPirg is drafting. I release da
survey today to student groups who use office space and general idea how they feel about
their space for OSAC to decide offices The campus legislative day was a good event and
campus safety day has been working with USAC IVP office and it was the first attempt to
work with UCPD and was a good attempt and there are more opportunities for more.
Also there are issue during the meeting and have prior commitment and that’s why they
had to leave and that was our fault for not conveying and they did have another meeting
we weren’t clear on.
-Bach states for study nights AAC can help with bluebooks and pens
-Badalich states if you send information about it hopefully they can provide free healthy
food
E. Student Wellness Commission – Savannah Badalich
-Badalich states that she was at UC Berkeley’s national conference on sexual assault and
it was interesting and it was really great and some parts were really bad. The really great
portion was meeting different individuals like criminologist and sexual advice and the
real cause of sexual assault which is perpetrators. We have to address the criminal justice
system and it was really great and talk about #activism and there’s a lot of universities in
the room who didn’t incorporate student input so it was a great way to say this is what
UC has been doing in terms of students and bringing up cool presentations. The second
workshop was student activism but it was with 4 different campaigns for UConsent,
7000, SAFE, CalConsent Campaign with a room full of administrators. The bad thing it
wasn’t conducive for students to go and after a lot of advocacy they brought it down to
$20 so if you were a student it was $100 and it was far from campus and a lot of
problems with individuals invited to actual conference and the purpose behind it. The
purpose behind the conference was because they wanted to have a federal investigation
and put on a conference because of all the great things they do and how they care yet they
don’t invite survivors on campus and already known for having bad procedures yet they
put on big conference to have cool sound bites. They have experts and peddle their brand
name activism and being paid that student survivors are experiencing bullshit. Its
frustrating to see there’s so few survivors and so many administrators and talking about
what they’re doing right rather than what they need to improve. The UCLA
administrators introduced us to as many people. There was a lawyer who equated false
reports to lynching. He equated those things and protest with students with tape on their
mouth and silencing them and the administrator said she was a disgrace to survivors.
There was another one and we lined the steps of Wheeler Hall from quotes of survivors
by administrators things that were meant to silence them. It was really frustrating.
Dartmouth silenced a survivor and she committed suicide. University of Virginal and
Berkeley call themselves leaders and it was really frustrating. The purpose behind it was
PR and really wanted to say it and wish it wasn’t initiative and its about liability and PR
and not students safety. They triggered students and some of the counselors weren’t
properly trained and it was strange. I got to meet a lot of amazing people like University

of Oregon and take 7000 in solidarity. We are putting on HeadTalks for AllOfUs about
mental health like Ted Talks. Thanks for Campus Climate Legislative Day for demands
set in 7000 and talking with Elizabeth on how to lobby legislators. Bruin health week
with Monday lets talk about sex, Tuesday total health day, Wednesday is mental health
day, Thursday is lets take this outside and lets take this outside, and Friday is every body
is beautiful and Saturday is super cpr and Sunday is a race through outer space.
Somewhere in there we are going to have our roller rink turning Ackerman grand
ballroom to a roller rink to go towards HIV and research. Last quarter I told you about
round table and one of the big asks was to stop talking about universities and start talking
about communities prior to college. Apparently Senator DeLeon was listening not only to
7000 in solidarity but how consent campaign put forward own demands and proud to say
SB695 which is consent education for high school students and it’s a huge ask and it’s the
best thing for high school students. We’re hoping that this will be added to health course
contingent for them to talk about affirmative consent. Its really incredible and we’re
really proud to be adopted and California has been amazing with legislative topic.
Obviously I wanted it in middle school but this is a great start.
F. Transfer Student Representative
-Sadeghi-Movahed is having a human traffic week spring quarter. This week we have a
Lennon wall which is a wall of peace and healing and base it off the transfer experience
and reimagine the transfer experience and writing certain things imagine a transfer center,
transfers are sexy, and also things relating to my mom was a transfer and we aren’t
homogenous. We had a transfer center townhall last Thursday to talk about space and
creating a transfer task force working on wear the transfer center would be and entail and
continue conversation with student affairs and bruin resource center and learned history
about alumni about the transfer center movement which led to bruin resource center. The
bruin resource center was a positive step but their project got lost from the lack of energy
and all came and using parts of your how to academic guide and so we’re working
currently to implement to create some social base or school wide base with different
pieces about transfer students and including that we are creating a supplement guide for
counselors so when we meet counselors to reform and bring that guide and this
counseling guide as supplement because there’s 4 different factions and that would
supplement pieces. The transfer graduation is a struggle and will be a little smaller and it
is a new platform but we are definitely having something emblematic or being a transfer
student such as a chord or medallion. We also presented at campus climate leg day and
had to sit on the panel for access to higher educational. Now I will yield to graduate
student association Michael Hirschman we are talking about tonight.
-Hirschman said what I think he ended with is that when issues are brought up like this in
communities, often times those who speak out are those who don’t want it to happen. I
want to make two points and it will go into more detail. This is the potential to make
Westwood village a better day and to make it walk able with bikes and pedestrians and
what we’re asking for now and where this plan is for the city and engineers to study it to
see the impact on traffic, the facts, and then we can discuss the interpretation. I would
think it would be sad if the city doesn’t get to study this. We don’t know all the details
but we feel this is a good enough idea and ask people to take a look out of it and there can
be some community concerns but when a good plan we can assuage the neighbors

concerns and make it a better and more accessible campus. The other issue is that many
of us have friends who ride their bikes to campus and the status quo n Westwood isn’t as
good as it used to be. My mom was hit by a car and we all know who bike that road we
can not make it adjust a more accessible campus, but also a safer campus. When you start
to see statistics that its 10x more dangerous then something needs to change. I look
forward to NY of you all and thanks for giving me the chance to come.
-Singh asks who has a transfer student center
-Sadeghi-Movahed says Berkeley, but we’re trying our best.
G. Administrative Representatives
-Geller states she wont be here next Tuesday because she’s going to be off campus
Friday-Tuesday and task force is meeting on Friday and I’m going to be able to help train
the new student members who are joining the task force and I’ll be up in OP for
additional Title IX training to administrators so I’d be here in spirit. I have heard
wonderful things about Badalich presentations and interactions and just want to thank her
for being a good representative of what a UCLA student is and can be.
-Lazarovici stated she’s a little embarrassed and me and his path have crossed before
perhaps in city council. Its another way of saying I don’t know where other bruins turn up
and clearly has a ton of experience in government and has had so much interaction with
local governments with what he knows and presents and behaves and frames issue is so
valuable to you and your peers in the world of social change and activism that broadens
outlook with who is out there. It’s a 2 way street and he didn’t know about the specific
resource Badalich brought up. That was an awesome turn of events and just wanted to
share that with you all.
-Simms states she’s still available for lunch
-Zimmerman says the installation ceremony is May 16 and taking the USAC president
for parking requests for spring quarter.
X. Fund Allocations
A. Contingency Programming
-Wang states total required $4,971.19, total requested $2,565.57, and total recommended
is $1,220.The total left in contingency is $63,446.12
-Wong moves to approve. Bach seconds.
-11-0-0 contingency programming is approved.
XI. Old Business
XII. New Business
A. Resolution Calling for a Bike Safe Westwood Boulevard
Resolution Calling for a Bike Safe Westwood Boulevard
Cosponsors: Negeen Sadeghi-Movahed, Avinoam Baral, Carlos Quintanilla, Sofia
Moreno Haq
Whereas Westwood Boulevard is the most important street in the neighborhood of
UCLA;

Whereasbetween 2007 and 2013, 46 collisions involving cyclists were recorded on
Westwood Boulevard;
And whereas In LA county the average rate of collisions involving bicycles is 0.24 per
mile per year, on Westwood Blvd the rate is 3.5 collisions per mile per year;
Whereas well-designed bicycle corridors have proven to significantly reduce collisions
involving cyclists;
Whereasan increase in bicycling commuters leads to fewer car trips and less congestion,
improving the quality of life for all and breaking the vicious cycle of ever increasing
vehicular traffic;
WhereasUCLA and the City of Los Angeles take great pride in their efforts to promote
physical wellness and environmental sustainability;
Whereas many local stakeholders and homeowners support solutions which offer more
choices for all road users and contribute to a better streetscape for Westwood Boulevard;
Be it resolved, therefore, we call on the City of Los Angeles to implement Westwood
Boulevard bike routes as envisioned in the 2010 Los Angeles Bicycle Master Plan;
Therefore, we call on the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) to
immediately implement share the lane markings (greenback sharrows) on Westwood
Blvd between Santa Monica and Pico
Therefore, and ultimately, we call on City Councilmember Paul Koretz to direct the
LADOT to conduct an engineering study of bike infrastructure design options for the
entire length of Westwood Boulevard so that it can become a truly “Great Street” for
UCLA and its surrounding community. The status quo is simply unacceptable and we call
for significant and urgent improvement.
-Geller asks if there’s citations for the statistics
-Sadeghi-Movahed said the one prior may have and she’ll ask about it right now.
-Cocroft went to the Westwood Village improvement meeting and said there’s a negative
impact of traffic he wouldn’t support it but what you need to be concerned would be
concerned with bike lanes and traffic instead of safety and taking cars off the road. Even
though if there’s an increase in traffic there the safety should be a priority.
-Roth states it’s a paradoxical argument if there’s more bikes there would be less cars.
-Sadeghi-Movahed states a commuter issue is a transfer student issue and a lot of people I
reached out stated that they would bike if it was safer which is where the p chart comes
out.
-Bach asks if the planning school department or any faculty has been in a letter of support
-Quintanilla states they believed they had some letters of support from faculty and have
individual ones.

-Lazarovici stated when she was a tour guide at universal studios put yourself in the
elected officials position and think about who votes for elections—home owners, not
students.
-Simms says there’s at least 3 voting precincts in reshalls, so mobilize them
-Sadeghi-Movahed moves to table this until Ryan gets back. Quintanilla seconds.
11-0-0
B. Final Week Meeting
-Bach states that self care and being students first we need to focus on our studies.
-Kalfayan asks if we have to approve the language for the referendum.
-Geller states if you change the election calendar you can do that as well but you have to
make sure who might be working on something what the deadlines are.
-Roth states I think that if there’s a limited agenda and it would be best to have limited
agenda to approve language and not have much else.
-Contreras stated we should respect their timeline in terms of making referendum even if
its limited agenda some of the referendum we will have a discussion in and might still go
late, and that’s just a comment.
-Hourdequin states what if we have the referendum come and we can just email out the
officer and member reports and we will keep new business.
-Zimmerman states language has hopefully come forth and ready by next week and have
the opportunity to come earlier so there’s less on the agenda for that finals week and it
would be easier and be completed
-Roth asks if anyone has posted about
-Hourdequin states advertise deadlines and those who proposed the referendum would be
Thursday of this week which would be 2 days from now. She stated finals week we will
have a meeting with no announcements and no officer and member reports
-Lazarovici asks about special presentations
-Hourdequin stated if there’s any hopefully we can have them affiliated with the
referendum
-Bach moves to approve having a meeting with limited agenda for finals week. Badalich
seconds.
11-0-0 the meeting will be limited.
-Sadeghi Movahed tables the resolution for next week. Bach seconds.
11-0-0 the resolution is tabled.
XIII. Announcements
-Kalfayan stated SWC and CEC will be hosting a pornstar panel and if anyone would
want to come it should be funny and educational. The following night we are showing
musical film into the woods. Next week 10 we are screening Wild with Reese
Witherspoon and on Wednesday they are pre screening RA’s.
-Badalich states there will also be prizes to be won at this event and make sure you read
about consent and other things. SWC is having loveyourself yoga on the hill Thursday of
the 10th in rieber 5 side lounge. Additionally Thursday of 10th week in court of sciences
there would be free coffee, please register to Mattel’s children hospital.
-Garcia states tomorrow they're having the last word of the quarter and our slam team
started last year but now its open to UCLA performers and they’ll be going to Virginia

and a sneak peek about what they perform in Virginia. Last year we were 8th and if you
want to check it out its this Wednesday form 7:30-9. The cultural events is up and ensure
students can get us information. Its on our website and you can email marketing director
or message CAC fb page and we can put it straight on calendar if you have events
coming up to help publicize. JRF is releasing the lineup on the 9th and I personally love
the lineup and tickets go on sale the 10th and we will be giving out free tickets. We are
also having battle of the band and got to open for JRF and go to jazz reggae and it is
battle of the bands and the deadline is march 6 for applying. There’s another event called
book my band with soul and we will be having directors teach artists and tags and it will
be really cool next Tuesday from 1-2:50 in Ackerman 3517.
-Patterson states that good promotional and cool graphics and we had a promo video they
showed at hip hop explosion but I know it was a get excited video, we don’t have
anything like that yet and its easy to spread on fb.
-Wong states we officially launched spreadtheword to endtheword campaign and passes
out pledge cards, if not send it to me. Today we had launch event in bruin plaza and had a
lot of people and got featured today in KTLA and thank Hourdequin for talking about
humans of ucla and use #thewordendshere. We will be doing a photo booth and not only
pledge to stop using the r-ward but why it is your pledging. We will be doing charge for
change and bringing out extension cords and the focus is to talk about the issues.
Thursday evening we will have professional panel. We are recruiting for the photo
campaign for the facing campaign and we will send you back the photo and do all the
work for you. CSC is having a project to bring edible gardens in low income and
underserved communities schools in Rio Vista in North Hollywood form 9-3 and
volunteers.
-Patterson quotes Rosen that says FSC will be having a workshop with linked in in
Ackerman 2408 and rsvp is encouraged. Additionally on March 11 we will be hosting
bruin view focus group from 6-7pm. Thanks everyone and have a good night.
-Sadeghi-Movahed states from 11-2pm they will be have the Lennon wall out and if
there’s any one else. Also OCHC is movie screening Vice of Rising Ocean and to Serve
or Product about environment and militarization of the united states.
-Roth states it’s a VICE documentary and they’re absolutely amazing and she’s excited
-Sadeghi-Movahed stated the journalists would be there
-Moreno Haq states they would have a SWANA week for awareness. Last year was only
an hour and a half and only 5 speakers so what we’re trying to do is to work with the
person who heads the event.
-Roth states the international career night was super great and 150 people showed up and
it was all international and her directors brought an immigration lawyer, an alumni who
got a job, people from Canadian embassy, the career center, and the event lasted 3 hours.
The career center said they would like to keep having these and hopefully institionalized
XII. Signing of the attendance sheet
The attendance sheet is passed around
XIII. Adjournment
-Sadeghi-Movahed moves to adjourn the meeting. Singh seconds.
-Hourdequin adjourns the meeting at 9:07pm.

XIV. Good and Welfare

